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9781786330222

PARIS ECHO

Sebastian Faulks 
Trade paperback

American postdoctoral researcher Hannah and 
runaway Moroccan teenager Tariq have little in 
common, yet both are susceptible to the daylight 
ghosts of Paris. It is Paris as you have never seen 
it before…

With great originality and a dark humour,  
Paris Echo asks how much we really need to 
know if we are to live a valuable life.

THE HOTTEST BOOKS  
THIS MONTH

THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET

Lesley Pearse 
Trade paperback

Twenty-three year old Katy Speed is fascinated 
by the house across the street. The woman 
who lives there, Gloria, is the most glamorous 
neighbour on the avenue. 

Then one night, the house burns down. In the 
wreckage, the bodies of Gloria and her daughter 
are found. And Katy’s father is arrested and 
charged with murder. Have the police arrested 
the correct person? Are the rest of the street 
safe? Can Katy find the truth before it’s too late?

9780718189259

TRANSCRIPTION

Kate Atkinson 
Trade paperback

In 1940, eighteen-year old Juliet Armstrong 
is reluctantly recruited into the world of 
espionage. Sent to an obscure department 
of MI5 tasked with monitoring the comings 
and goings of British Fascist sympathizers, 
she discovers the work to be by turns both 
tedious and terrifying. 

Ten years later, now a producer at the 
BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted 
by figures from her past. A different 
war is being fought now, on a different 
battleground, but Juliet finds herself once 
more under threat. 

BAD

Chloé Esposito 
Trade paperback

Alvie Knightly may be waking up in the 
Ritz, but her life is no bed of roses.

Firstly, she has the mother of all 
hangovers. Secondly, her beautiful, spoiled 
twin sister Beth has just been found dead 
in Sicily – and the police want Alvie for 
questioning. And thirdly, Alvie’s hot new 
boyfriend has vanished with every penny  
of the millions they stole from Beth.

But he picked the wrong girl to mess with.

9780857525895

9780718185725

9780857523501

A LADDER TO THE SKY

John Boyne 
Trade paperback

If you look hard enough, you can find  
stories pretty much anywhere. They don’t 
even have to be your own. Or so would-be 
writer Maurice Swift decides very early on 
in his career.

For Erich is lonely, and he has a story 
to tell. Whether or not he should do so is 
another matter entirely.

Stories will make him famous but they  
will also make him beg, borrow and steal. 
They may even make him do worse.

AN UNQUIET PLACE

Clare Houston 
Softcover

Hannah Harrison escapes her life in Cape Town 
for a small-town bookshop in the Free State. 
When she finds a concentration-camp journal 
from the South African War, revealing the life 
and hardships of Rachel Badenhorst, Hannah 
becomes obsessed with finding out what 
happened to Rachel.

But digging up old tragedies will unearth 
grief that even the land has held on to for over 
a century.

9781415209622
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FATAL INHERITANCE

Rachel Rhys 
Trade paperback

London 1948: Eve Forrester is trapped in  
a loveless marriage, in a gloomy house,  
in a grey suburb.

Out of the blue, she received a solicitor’s 
letter. A wealthy stranger has left her a mystery 
inheritance but in order to find out more, she 
must travel to the glittering French Riviera.

But rivals to her unexplained fortune begin 
to emerge. Rivals who want her out of the way.

NOW YOU SEE HER

Heidi Perks 
Trade paperback

Charlotte is looking after her best friend’s 
daughter the day she disappears. She thought 
the little girl was playing with her own children. 
She swears she only took her eyes off them for 
a second.

Now, Charlotte must do the unthinkable: 
tell her best friend Harriet that her only child 
is missing. The child she was meant to be 
watching.

But new secrets are about to surface. 
Someone is hiding the truth about what  
really happened to Alice.

9780857524737

9781780898841

9780857525468

RESIN

Ane Riel 
Trade paperback

Liv died when she was just six years old.  
At least, that’s what the authorities think.

Her father knew he was the only one who 
could keep her safe in this world. So one 
evening he pushed their boat out to sea and 
watched it ruin on the rocks. Then he walked 
the long way into town to report his only  
child missing.

But behind the boxes and the baskets 
crowding her Dad’s workshop, Liv was hiding. 
This way her Dad had said, she’d never have 
to go to school; this way, she’d never have to 
leave her parents. This way, Liv would be safe.

REVENGE

James Patterson 
Trade paperback

Former SAS soldier David Shelley and 
his wife were part of the most covert 
operations team in the special forces. Now 
settling down to civilian life, they have plans 
to set up a private security company and 
enjoy a safer existence. But the death of  
a young woman Shelley once helped 
protect puts those plans on hold, and he 
needs to find out what really happened.

CITY OF LIES

Sam Hawke 
Trade paperback

Jovan is the lifelong friend of the 
Chancellor’s charming, irresponsible heir. 
He’s quiet. Forgettable even. But in truth 
he is a master of poisons and chemicals, 
trained to protect the Chancellor’s family. 
His sister, Kalina, hides her frustrations 
behind a mask of serenity. Her path is full 
of secrets and lies – some hidden even 
from her own brother.

It’s when the Chancellor succumbs to  
an unknown poison and an army lays siege 
to the city that the siblings’ world begins  
to truly unravel. 

9781780899169

9781787630130

9780241349533

SHADOW TYRANTS

Clive Cussler 
Trade paperback

Nearly two thousand years ago, an Eastern 
emperor charged a small group with 
safeguarding a body of knowledge and 
secrets powerful enough to change the 
history of mankind. They went down in 
legend as the Nine Unknown Men – and  
now two rival factions of the descendants 
are fighting a mighty battle.

Both sides think they are saving the 
world, and it is up to Cabrillo and his team 
of expert operatives to stop both of them 
from the destructive path they’re on, and 
save the earth from a dynasty of terror.

A TREACHERY OF SPIES

Manda Scott 
Trade paperback

An elderly woman is found murdered in 
Orleans, France. Her identity has been 
cleverly erased but the method of her death 
is very specific: she has been killed in the 
manner of traitors to the Resistance in 
World War Two.

Tracking down her murderer leads police 
inspector Inès Picaut back to 1940s France.

To find answers Picaut must discover 
what really happened in the past, untangling 
a web of treachery and intrigue that 
stretches back to the murder victim’s youth.

SLEEPER

Mike Nicol 
Softcover

An ISIS cell has acquired enriched uranium 
from the South African stockpile and plans 
to detonate a dirty bomb in Europe. The SA 
Secret Service attempts to foil the operation 
by deploying former agent Vicki Kahn, aided 
by her surfer boyfriend, PI Fish Pescado.

Featuring corrupt officials, ISIS, 
undercover CIA agents, a dodgy nuclear 
deal, and highstakes car chases through the 
Karoo, Sleeper delivers the fast-paced plot 
and vividly evoked South African settings 
for which Mike Nicol is renowned.

9780593072295

9781415209738

9781415210192

THEO AND FLORA

Mark Winkler 
Trade paperback

When novelist Charlie Wasserman’s wife 
Sascha divorces him, he finds a box of letters 
among her belongings.

Written between 1940 and 1944, the 
letters expose a love affair between Sascha’s 
grandfather, Theo, a forty-something lawyer, 
and Flora, a much younger journalist. The 
letters spark an idea for a novel. All the while 
the story of Theo and Flora’s lives unfurls.


